turn, will never be fully known. Ine empty vaults or that once powerful institution at a not very" remote subsequent period would seem to mock the notion that nothing was done in that way: thirty five millions of bank capital are not wasted in a day. But nothing can be further from my intention than to say or insinuate, either in these surmises or by anything I have before advanced or may hereafter say, unless a change of opinion in this respect on my part is distinctly announced, that I believe Mr. Biddle to have been capable of abasing his position to advance his own pecuniary interest—as the phrase runs to " feather his own nest"—by the acquisition in any way of illicit gains. I have always regarded him in that respect as a true disciple of Alexander Hamilton, whom I have considered as free from such reproach as were Washington or Jefferson. Hamilton, who never hesitated to jeopard the general for the support and encouragement of special interests, to conciliate the favor and to purchase thus the adherence of the classes engaged in the latter, would never have countenanced the application of the public money in direct bribery and would not have survived the consciousness of having permitted a dollar of it to reach his own pocket unworthily. I have elsewhere spoken of the sacrifice, beyond measure painful, to which he submitted to prevent the purity of his official Character from being exposed to the slightest suspicion by accusations which he might have defied with safety. Such, I am very confident, was the opinion which his great rival Jefferson had formed of his character and which he intended to express to me when, speaking on that or a kindred subject, he exclaimed " Hamilton was above that! " or " above such things." Such was also, as I believe, essentially the case with President Biddle. He engaged in a contest the excitements and irritations of which brought his mind at length to the conviction that the application of all means to influence the conduct of others that could be useful and effectual was allowable but he never saw the day, I am persuaded, when he would have failed to turn from the mere idea of being himself sustained by the wages of corruption with disgust and scorn.
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